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Introduction 

 

Greetings One and All: 

Writing about Native American Culture is new for me and I 

would appreciate all suggestions and observations.  

If you are able to share some of the things that you would like 

to see in this book, that would help me a lot. Thank you for any 

ideas.  

When I was a child, the media was not kind to people with Red 

skin. I hope that this writing in some small way can help, even 

if just slightly, to sooth some old wounds.      

May each reader and their families and especially all children 

be blessed AND SO IT IS!  

 

      Reverend Mike  
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The Indigenous Peoples of the Americas 
 

Wikipedia - The Free Encyclopedia explains that “The 

indigenous peoples of the Americas are the descendants of the 

pre-Columbian inhabitants of North and South America. 

Pueblos indígenas (indigenous peoples) is a common term in 

Spanish-speaking countries. Aborigen (aboriginal/native) is 

used in Argentina, whereas "Amerindian" is used in Quebec 

and The Guianas but not commonly in other countries… 

Indigenous peoples are commonly known in Canada as 

Aboriginal peoples, which include First Nations, Inuit, and 

Métis peoples… 

Indigenous peoples of the United States are commonly known 

as Native Americans or American Indians, and Alaska 

Natives...” 

 

The Focus of This Writing 

 

The Focus here will be on Indigenous People of Canada and the 

United States as they are most familiar to the writer. While my 

understanding is limited now, I continue to read and explore 

and invite correspondence. The country of Mexico while 

prominent on the continent has a rich history of it’s own and 

limited space here does not provide enough space to 

respectfully include it except by this reference.       
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Necessity Is The Mother of Invention 
 

It has been clear to me for a long time that the creativity of 

early inhabitants of the continent was awesome and they were 

truly resourceful. 

Communication, Portable Habitat, Transportation, 

Environmental Protection, Spiritual awareness, Aromatherapy, 

Spiritual purification, Healing, Vibrational Balancing, Thought 

Form anchoring of Sacred Space and the power of blessing 

were early innovations that were used with great success. I have 

felt some of the power from experiencing rituals that have been 

passed down even though my skin is pale and white. The elders 

still share to all who are willing to listen. 

I believe strongly that significant spiritual lessons from the 

Elders of these communities have not been learned by the 

greater community. While I do not have space here to document 

everything in this regard, I have written about Soul retrieval 

specifically and how I feel that it is a totally untapped resource 

for the Treatment of PTSD.  

The Book PTSD and Soul Retrieval is one of a series of books 

that I have written for Veterans that is available periodically 

FREE on kindle for those that sign up to my notification list at 

http://VeteransHealing.withRevMike.com 

    

http://veteranshealing.withrevmike.com/
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1 - Differences are Divine 
 

 

 

God made children different for many important reasons. God 

has given gifts to all children.  

Red children have many gifts and among them usually a special  

sensitivity of understanding about the gifts of nature. 

You can learn from children with red skin. If you are wise, you 

will ask about the natural order of all things and then you may 

learn a really important series of lessons.   
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2 - Kokopelli 
 

 

 

Kokopelli is believed to be a Hopi word and the image derived 

from Hopi art. The humpbacked Flute Player, mythical Hopi 

symbol of the fertility god, prankster, healer and story teller 

dates back thousands of years to the first petroglyph carvings. 
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3 - Native American Shaman Pow Wow 

hand drum and beater 

 

 

Drumming has long been an instrument of spiritual awakening 

and many can see it as a key to the door of connectivity 

between the physical and spiritual dimensions. When you hear 

a drum, try paying attention to resonance within your body. 

When listening to a drumming session, pay attention when the 

beat changes as your feeling may shift also and that shift may 

be something that you have been anticipating.   
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4 - Elders 
 

 

 

In many cultures, the wisdom of seniors is appreciated greatly. 

Native Americans Indians see the Elder’s wisdom as a much 

more important series of perspectives. They may see it as a key 

to the treasure chest of communal knowledge.  
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5 -  Totem Poles & Totem Animals  
 

 
 

Totem poles have significant symbolism that is related to the 

many areas of tribal heritage and they can vary according to the 

customs and geography of the tribal nations   
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Ask if you wish to learn about the individual poles that you see 

and notice any differences from others. You may also notice 

shifts as you go from one area of a pole to another. 

Book have chapters and paragraphs. Newspapers have columns 

and breaks between stories. 

Notice that totem Poles have a change of scenes and faces 

within the scenes. Totem poles may also have human or animal 

faces. 

Totems 

A totem is a spirit being, sacred object, or symbol that serves as 

an emblem of a group. Totems can be animals, insects or 

reptiles. 

Totems can also be anchored to the earth in the form of 

thoughts. I am a dowser and many years ago we had a 

convention at a ski resort. 

The very first day of the convention many dowsers were 

walking around crying because of the sadness they were feeling 

from thoughts reflecting the disruption of sacred space by the 

creation of the resort. The burial places of many were disturbed 

and the spirits there were sensed by the dowsers. 

In short order, the dowsers interpreted the pain and began to 

treat for the violations and did healing treatments for the spirits 

effected. It was a powerful sacred experience for the dowsers.   
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6 - Native American Aromatherapy  

 

Native American shamans also used many herbs and oils that we are still 

familiar with today. Caution is wise when looking at oils from Native American 

or other sources so that strong oils are not overused and cause discomfort. 

 There may also be indications where carrier oils or blends may be appropriate. 

If you are attracted to these compounds, your diligent research  must be 

personal.  

The wise advice for persons seeking treatments of any kind is to coordinate your 

established providers with any new persons that are involved with your care. A 

diligent review of credentials may be appropriate and something that you 

should personally discern. 

While not intending to render medical advise,  I have read that some of the oils 

used by native Americans were: 

Juniper - to help with circulation, muscle sprains, joint pain and as a stimulant. 

Citronella - you may see citronella used as a bug repellant or treatment for 

clearing sinuses, flu and colds. It is also helpful for healing scar tissue. It may 

cause skin irritation. 

Cajeput - has a pleasant aroma like eucalyptus and may be used in rubs for 

arthritis and rheumatism. 

Wintergreen – may be for its antiseptic and anti-bacterial properties. 

Cedar wood oil has many benefits including it can reduce inflammation, reduce 

eczema, prevent gum disease, prevent wounds from becoming infectious and it 

is a good general tonic.  
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7 - Native American Blessing 
 

 

 

This ritual is used to perform a cleansing of a space, object of 

person. The intention is to remove negative energy and restore 

positive influences and flow. During the ritual, a dried bundle 

of herbs is lit and allowed to smolder so it produces aromatic 

smoke.  

As the smudge is gently waived around the area or person to be 

cleansed, the smoke diffuses. It is believed that the smoke 

carries away all the negative energy as it dissipates so peace 

and calm is restored and the space cleansed.  

Sage is commonly used for this ritual. This is because the herb 

and its oil have a long history of cleansing physically,  

emotionally, mentally and spiritually.  
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8 - Medicine Wheel 
 

 

(Photo Courtesy of AmericanBeautyLandscapes.com Hatfield PA) 

 

The Medicine Wheel is an image that conveys the 

interconnectedness of all nature in the universe. 

It is a reminder that each person's agenda can avoid 

repercussions in all matters of the physical and non-physical 

world by considering all life in the planning stages of activities. 

An old adage is still true. “An Ounce of Prevention is Worth a 

Pound of Cure” Anon. 
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9 - Indian Boy Smoke Signals 
 

 

 

Native American smoke signals were early forms of messaging or long-distance 

communication. The signals would be used to signal danger, transmit news or 

gather people for a Pow Wow. 

I wonder about the language and symbols used at that time. 
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10 - Dream Catcher 
 

 

 

Dream catchers are thought to protect sleeping individuals from negative 

dreams while positive ones flow through.  The dreams would slip through the 

hole in the center and glide down the feathers to the person while the negative 

dreams would be stuck until sun rise. 
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11 - Native American Patterns 
 

 

Beautiful native American Artwork is included above to show 

some of the traditional images of the times gone by. Leaves, 

headdress, dreamcatcher, knife, knife cover, totems, arrows 

help to symbolize the creativity and utility of the tools from 

bygone eras.   
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12 - Teepee 

 

 

 

A teepee (also spelled tipi or tepee) is a cone shaped tent which 

is traditionally made of animal skins over wooden poles. A 

teepee is differentiated from other cone shaped tents by the 

smoke flaps at the top of the structure, which allow the 

occupants to have a fire inside without getting suffocated,. 
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13 - Personal Experience with a White 

Buffalo 

  

 

I have been blessed to be born in one of the greatest cities of the 

world and I now appreciate the gift that was to my life. I invite 

each of you to look into your own birthplace and see the 

significance of that to all that comes in to your life. 

It wasn’t until fifty-nine years later that I would I find out the 

significance of Philadelphia to the world. I was graduating from 

the University of Sedona and visited Spirit Mountain Ranch 

outside of Flagstaff, Arizona.  
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Mary Katherine and I were at the yard and I had just heart-

linked with a White Buffalo which went in to a stampede and 

started to roll about in a pile of feed. The buffalo rolled over 

like a dog scratching its’ back. 

Mary Katherine looked at me with a twinkle in her eye and said 

“Bet you can’t do that again.” I did and a different Buffalo 

rolled in the feed. 

From nowhere appeared two women who we had not seen 

before. When they heard we were from Philadelphia, they were 

thrilled and the one said - “Where it all started.” 

I was shocked by her statement and simply said - “What 

Started.” She said “Freedom.” The freedom, that the world now 

enjoys, started in Philadelphia and I never fully appreciated 

that. 

As we talked, I came to understand that all four of us at the yard 

that day were Reiki Masters or Practitioners and each of us was 

on our own version of a Spiritual Journey to the ranch. The 

energy of the place was phenomenal as Native American rituals 

were frequently practiced there and spiritual energy builds over 

time. 

The ladies wanted to stay in touch and promised to send me 

publications. After returning home, I received the Sedona 

Journal of Awakening in the mail. The first article I turned to 

was written by Edna Frankel, an author/friend of mine who 

lives outside Philadelphia in Blue Bell. The world is smaller 

than we think and each of us makes a difference.     
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14 - I Thank You 
 

Dear Reader: 

I am so happy that you have been interested 

in this little book. As I am writing, I am also 

praying for each of you and that your lives 

are blessed.  

     Reverend Mike  
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15 - I Thank God 

Dear God: 

Thank you for bringing the reader to this 

message. I pray that they and their families 

be blessed AND SO IT IS! Thank You 

Wonderful God. 

     Reverend Mike 
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Native American Indian Novels to Explore 
 

Native American themes can vary widely from tribes, regions, 

countries and climates.  

The following is only a partial list to explore as a starting point,   

 

 Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko 

 Reservation Blues by Sherman Alexie 

 House Made of Dawn by M. Scott Momaday 

 The Plague of Doves by Louise Erdrich 

 Fools Crow by James Welch 

 La Maravilla by Alfredo Vea, Jr. 

 The Heirs of Columbus by Gerald Vizenor 

 Tideland by Mitch Cullin: 

 Green Grass, Running Water by Thomas King 

 Ravensong: A Novel by Lee Maracle 

 From the River’s Edge by Elizabeth Cook-Lynn 

 Ramona by Helen Hunt Jackson 

 Remnants of the First Earth by Ray Young Bear 

 Last Standing Woman by Winona LaDuke 

 Mean Spirit by Linda Hogan 

 The Story Catcher by Mari Sandoz 

 The Grass Dancer by Susan Power 

 The Life and Adventures of Joaquin Murieta by John 

Rollin Ridge 

 Sundown by John Joseph Mathews 

 The Fast Red Road: A Plainsong by Stephen Graham 

Jones 
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Tribal Teachings To Live By 
 

A message from Sacred Science.com – RePrinted with Permission 

( Visit their  Blog at http://www.thesacredscience.com/blog1/) 

 

I wanted to share a bit of Native American wisdom with you today.  

Like many of the teachings that come from indigenous culture, the 10 

virtues below are intended as a roadmap for living a more balanced and 

connected life.   

The beauty of these ancient pillars of existence is that they always remain 

relevant, regardless of how evolved or learned we think we've become.  

1) The Earth is our Mother, care for her. 

2) Honor your ancestors through your actions. 

3) Open your heart and soul to the Great Spirit. 

4) All life is sacred; treat all beings with respect. 

5) Take from the Earth what is needed and nothing more. 

6) Put the good of all before your own interests. 

7) Give constant thanks for each new day. 

8) Speak the truth; but only of good in others. 

9) Follow the rhythms of nature; rise and retire with the sun. 

10) Enjoy life's journey, but leave no tracks. 
 

They seem so simple right? But somehow these core concepts are easy to 

forget or take for granted when life gets challenging.   

I've come across this list of ten before, but as I read through it again I was 

struck by one item in particular that really hit home. Today it was number 

9, but who knows what it'll be next time! 

 I hope you too find benefit in these native commandments.   

           Nick Polizzi - Director, the Sacred Science 

http://www.thesacredscience.com/blog1/
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Rev. Mike Wanner 
 

Rev. Mike is ordained as a Metaphysical Minister of the 
International Metaphysical Ministry and an Interfaith Minister 
of the Circle of Miracles Ministry. 

Rev. Mike practices and teaches spiritual energy therapies in 
the Philadelphia Area and through Distant Healing.  

Rev. Mike also wrote twenty-two books for adults and the 

following books related to children: 

 Puppies Are Different From People          

 If Your Dog Dies  

 Toy Guns Are Obsolete  
 

 

Contact  

Rev. Mike Wanner 

mikewann@voicenet.com 

www.AngelRaphaelSpeaks.com  

www.ReverendMikeWanner.com  

www.VeteransHealing.withRevMike.com 

www.StressReleaseCoach.com 

www.Create-A-Prayer.com 

 

* 

 

End Of The Original Message 

mailto:mikewann@voicenet.com
http://www.angelraphaelspeaks.com/
http://www.reverendmikewanner.com/
http://www.veteranshealing.withrevmike.com/
http://www.stressreleasecoach.com/
http://www.create-a-prayer.com/
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AND 

Surprise 

The Angels wish to speak through me to the Tribes of many 

Nations.   

 

Mike: 

The people that you are talking about have had great challenges 

for their ancestors and the ones who now walk the earth. They 

have struggled and persisted and still persist to be understood 

and to share their knowledge.  It is not easy to be in the groups 

that have lesser numbers and are of different characteristics 

than the majority of all others. 

As you know and have shared, the wisdom of earlier 

generations is still wisdom that can be adopted by those who 

are willing to hear truth and not be stingy in their efforts to do 

what is in the natural order. If wisdom was adopted earlier, the 

severity of current situations may not be.  

What is can no longer be ignored and it is important for you to 

continue to shine light in places of darkness. Many people of 

the larger community are now realizing that the “Progress” of 

earlier generations was not sound and compatible 

environmentally.  
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Great illness and debilitation is now a new dynamic of 

incapacity that is the result of misuse and or abuse of things 

there were developed to be breakthroughs.  

There are messages from you which can be expanded in many 

communities. The Great Peoples of Great Spirit whose skin is 

closer in color to the earth than it is to the paler people are in a 

wonderful cultural alignment to lead the way out of the crisis of 

misguided use. 

These precious people also have a lot to offer to peoples of all 

skin colors and especially others whose skin is more yellow, 

more brown and more black. All minority groups have special 

talents, gifts, understandings, leanings, awareness and 

sensitivity to being different that can offer each other 

understanding about the participation in the kaleidoscope view 

of Great Spirit’s creation.  

When one gives awareness to others, they also give awareness 

to the Divine within themselves as well as the others. As all the 

people cooperate in Divine Alignment, they can hear, see, feel 

and connect with greater potential than they as individuals 

could ever comprehend. In this participation there can be many 

blessings at all levels of human interaction. 

 

( This message came primarily from Angel Raphael - the Angel 

of Healing and Angel Gabriel - The Angel of Communication)    
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Caucasian Writer Invites Native American 

Information 
 

Greetings to the Native American Nations and Native American 

Tribal Citizens of Canada and the United States. 

I am of Caucasian ancestry but have long been interested in the 

Native American Healing Cultures and Ceremonies. I have 

journeyed and participated in drumming circles and am 

especially impressed with the Possibilities of Soul Retrieval. I 

have benefitted from Soul Retrieval through a Shaman Healer 

and have developed my own version that is applied through a 

spiritual energy healing modality that I practice.  

I have written about it in my series of Spiritual Healing books 

that are offered free to Veterans on kindle.  Anyone can sign up 

for the notification list at 

http://VeteransHealing.withRevMike.com. I have given away 

over 5,263 Kindle books so far. 

The particular book that I wrote about Soul Retrieval is titled 

"PTSD and Soul Retrieval: Putting One Back Together." I 

know in my heart that this concept has helped me to help 

myself and others and I would encourage all to consider this as 

an untapped resource to help the troubled veterans that have 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. I would further encourage all 

Shamans to reach out to their larger national and international 

communities and bring out the possibilities to serve the veterans 

which are not being helped as greatly with traditional medical 
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disciplines alone as they might be helped by a shaman or 

energy healer working with traditional medical discipline 

resources.  

I am drawn to write about the Native American Spiritual 

Experience but feel lacking in many ways as I cannot seem to 

find as much information as I seek yet. I have reached out to 

Native Americans for help and am ever more impressed with 

the size and variability of the nations within the North 

American nations. The more I learn takes me to new 

unknowing and I feel that not enough of the Wisdom of the 

elders has been passed down. 

I would like to encourage all Native Americans to write about 

their tribal history and publish it. I understand that is easier said 

than done and some may feel that they do not know enough. I 

feel that the environmental crisis that exists on this planet is 

there because the larger communities of the world have not 

learned enough about Mother Earth from the Native American 

elders. If you could just write a single half page, it might be 

enough to help those that know less than you. If you send that 

to me, I will consider publishing it under your name or 

Anonymously as you wish. 

If you are willing to write, I would be happy to help you get 

started. I wrote a book called "God bless Kindle and Amazon" 

which I offer free on my notification list periodically. Before 

that I wrote a little PDF about creating a simple e-book and if 

you write to me at mikewann@voicenet.com, I will be happy to 

send that so you can get started at no cost at all.  
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Your culture is rich with the natural order that should be 

maintained. Please share it but please do not expect to get rich 

doing it as that is unlikely.  

I also would love to have some Chief’s review and make 

recommendations about this book. If you know a Chief who 

might like to review and comment, please contact me.   

May you and your families and all connected to you be blessed 

AND SO IT IS! 

 

     Rev. Mike Wanner 

     mikewann@voicenet.com 
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Resource List  
 

Distant Healing Sessions (or Join Mail List) - 

Physical Healing                               http://LetMeHelpYouHeal.withMike.com 

Mental/Emotional Healing        http://AngelHealing.withmike.com/ 

 

Books by Rev. Mike at www.Amazon.com– 

Veterans Healing Six Pack: 

1. Trauma Healing Options for VA Hospitals: Help for Veterans to Own Their Healing and their 

future. 

2. Trauma Healing Action Steps for Veterans: Help to Start Healing 

3. Trauma Healing Action Steps for Veterans: Empowerment 

4. Trauma Healing Action Steps for Veterans: Forgiveness 

5. Trauma Healing Action Steps for Veterans: Thought Freedom 

6. Tea For Veterans: Welcome One Home   

PTSD Power Pack: 

1. The PTSD Project: Turn Pain To Power 

2. PTSD & Soul Retrieval: Putting One Back Together 

3. PTSD & The Purple PAD: Calling all Scientists and PTSD  Patients 

Angel Raphael Speaks Volume 1, 2  & 3: Take Courage! God Has Healing in Store for You                                                                                                                  

Reiki Journaling from Japan 

Reiki Is Alive: God’s Great Gift 

Four Parts to Healing                             

Distant Healing: We Are All Connected     

Stress Release Energy Work: How To Cope 

Does Reiki Love Heal Cancer? 

Group Consciousness  

Salute To Philadelphia VA Medical Center: Thank You 

Reiki Transcript for Reiki 2 & 3 Channels: Dr. Usui Is That You?  

God Bless Kindle & Amazon  

Puppies Are Different From People 

If Your Dog Dies 

Toy Guns Are Obsolete 

Emergency Medical Kindness In The Cradle Of Liberty: Big City – Cracked bell    

         

Angel Raphael Speaks through Rev. Mike Wanner.  I have channeled multiple message sets and they all have to 

be polished to smooth out my errors and negotiate some words that may be too easily misunderstood. Grammar 

is not polished as it is too easy to miss the subtlety of the energy flow. To find out the availability of messages 

and latest updates go to http://www.spiritualcomfortcare.com/angel-raphael-speaks/  

Also “Tell Mike your concerns – If he and I agree there is a broader need, messages may follow. Citizens of all 

nations invited as long as your write in English. Do not expect him to answer as he is very busy already 

listening to us.” E-mail Mike at mikewann@voicenet.com.   

May All Who Read This Be Blessed  

Reverend Mike Wanner 

Join the Veterans Healing FREE Kindle Book Notification List at http://VeteransHealing.withRevMike.com 

http://letmehelpyouheal.withmike.com/
http://angelhealing.withmike.com/
http://www.amazon.com–/
http://www.spiritualcomfortcare.com/angel-raphael-speaks/
mailto:mikewann@voicenet.com
http://veteranshealing.withrevmike.com/
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Private Channeling 
 

Angel Raphael Speaks is a series of free messages that are channeled through Reverend 

Mike Wanner for the Highest good and Highest Healing of all concerned. 

Many questions arise about Reverend Mike doing private channeling and he does help 
with that at his site http://AngelHealing.withMike.com 

Reverend Mike is available world-wide as a psychic channel, emotional release 

facilitator, spiritual energy practitioner & teacher, and public speaker. He looks forward 

to meeting you soon! 

Email - mikewann@voicenet.com   215-342-1270   http://AngelHealing.withMike.com 

PRIVATE SPIRITUAL READINGS/channelings or Spiritual Healing Sessions: 

Telephone or in person 

Rev. Mike is available for private, one-on-one intuitive sessions with you, his Guide 

Family, and your Guides. He helps by offering clarity on emotional situations about your 

life, your purpose, your spirituality, and the release of stuffed emotions and cellular 

memory. 

Connect to the love of your Guides today!  

Contact Rev. Mike for an appointment. 

Click on this link to go to the page – http://AngelHealing.withMike.com 

 

Sessions available: 

Spiritual Readings 

Angel Channeling 

Distant Reiki Healing 

Distant Clearing of Stuffed Emotions 

Distant Clearing of Cellular Memory 

Distant Clearing of Energy Blockages 

Distant Clearing of the Chakras 
Mastermind dowsing responses to yes/no direction finding questions.  

Customized needs  
 

Rev. Mike is a facilitator of healing. He brings you and the Divine together so that you 

can align with the Divine and have a great time and a great life. All healing is between 

you and God, as it should be. Go ahead and start without Rev. Mike. Visit his prayer site 

http://www.Create-A-Prayer.com. Take the first step NOW.  

mailto:mikewann@voicenet.com
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Rev. Mike Wanner 
 

Rev. Mike Wanner started his metaphysical and ministerial studies with Reiki in 1993 and has 

studied seven styles of Reiki in the U.S., Japan, Canada, Denmark and Australia. He is certified to 
teach. He became certified to teach Integrated Energy Therapy in 1999 and co-taught the first IET 
class of the new Millennium. Mike began dowsing in 2001. 

Ordained as a Metaphysical Minister of the International Metaphysical Ministry and an Interfaith 
Minister of the Circle of Miracles Ministry, Rev. Mike practices and teaches spiritual energy 
therapies in the Philadelphia Area.  

Rev. Mike holds ministerial degrees from the University of Metaphysics and the University of 
Sedona. He is a Pastoral Care Associate of Aria – Frankford Hospital. He taught at the National 
Academy of Massage Therapy and Health Sciences. 

Rev. Mike was a faculty member of the Medical Mission Sister’s Center for Human Integration’s 
School of Integrated Body/Mind Therapies in Fox Chase, Philadelphia, PA for twelve years. 

Rev. Mike is licensed by the teaching of Intuitional Metaphysics to practice Spiritual Healing and 
Scientific Prayer. Mike is also a Prayer therapist. 

Rev. Mike was elected in 2007 to the status of “Fellow of the American Institute of Stress.”  

In 2008, Rev. Mike became a practitioner of Coincidental Recognition as he incorporated the CoRe 
system in to his spiritual healing practice. 

In 2009, Rev. Mike trademarked a new healing process called Quantum Quatro! Subtle Energy 
System Support®.  

In 2011, Rev. Mike joined the outreach program known as the Health Advantage Group.  

In 2012, Rev. Mike became a Certified Professional Coach by The Master Coaching Academy and 
Joined The Personal Empowerment Group . 

Prior to his metaphysical, ministerial and coaching studies, Rev. Mike worked for Sears Roebuck 
and Co. while in High School and after graduation until he joined the U. S. Air Force in 1965. He 
returned to Sears from Vietnam in 1969 and stayed until 1978. His final Sears assignment was as an 
efficiency expert in Methods - Operational Research and Development.   

He volunteered with Burholme Emergency Medical Services from 1969 and is still a Life Member 
and Board of Directors Member. He started a private ambulance company in 1975 and worked 
professionally in the field until 2001 when he devoted his full attention to real estate investing, 
healing and coaching.  

 

www.ReverendMikeWanner.com 

http://www.reverendmikewanner.com/

